


About 
SourciHub

SourciHub was born with the urge to help businesses react to 
fast-changing global sourcing conditions by bringing the best of 
worldwide manufacturing to you. Simply put, sourcing is the process 
of selecting suppliers to provide the goods and services you need to 
run your business. It may sound uncomplicated, but the process can 
be complex. We offer a unique combination of expertise as both a
supplier and a manufacturer, providing an end-to-end service for
businesses across the world, from entrepreneurial startups  to global 
corporations.
SourciHub provides companies a competitive edge through the ability 
in international trading, global sourcing and supply chain
management which connect global businesses with world class
manufacturers and suppliers

Based in Sri Lanka, the strategic hub in the silk route, with presence in 
Sydney- Australia, SourciHub utilizes the global supply chain and
shipping infrastructure to streamline significant product sourcing at
unrivalled speed. Specializing in global manufacturing and product 
sourcing solutions, we are a team of proven professionals dedicated to 
helping companies with their 
product-sourcing needs..



SIMPLE

COST SAVINGS
Our competitive pricing aids in achieving better savings with 
compared to other international services. Due to our long-term 
relationships around the globe and regular buying volumes, our 
team can negotiate pricing effectively with suppliers to obtain 
the best possible price and outcome for you.

We offer one-stop service for all commercial product sourcing. 
The result is more simplified, value added and cost-effective 
'factory-direct' service. Our processes will take care of every-
thing leaving you with complete peace of mind. It’s that simple.

FAST & RELIABLE SERVICE
Sourcihub helps companies bring products to life faster. We put 
the customer at the heart of our business to build trust and 
understanding. We are determined to deliver the best customer 
service of the highest possible standards, maintaining
confidentiality and meeting your deadlines.

IP PROTECTED & QUALITY
COMPLIANCE READY
We protect your IP with legal agreement before we pass your 
product and design to manufacturers. We work with ISO, GAP, 
GMP, HACCP, Organic, Fair Trade certified manufactureres that 
we can pass the certification under your lable in correct 
manner

Why Choose
Us?



Our sourcing and procurement operations 
entail all activities that are core to delivering 
value for our client. These days, strategic 
sourcing requires unique tools and skills to
process the living and ever increasing data 
stream. With the application of more advanced 
sourcing methods, companies have improved 
their capability to obtain measurable and
thorough supplier performance that is directly 
associated with  ncreased cost savings



QUOTATIONS
We provide our expertise service in request for
quotation (RfQ); a business process in which a
company or public entity requests a quote from a 
supplier for the purchase of specific products or 
services. When a customer requests for a quotation 
(RFQ) through us, SourciHub provides quotations
considering the customized requirements, through 
the existing global
supplier base of SourciHub

PRIVATE LABELING
SourciHub offer a full suite of services that can
support you in private labeling. Our private label 
service helps ensure that your products will meet 
consumer expectations when placed on store 
shelves.
SourciHub team will work with you every step of the 
way—from concept to completion—to help optimize 
your products prelaunch, saving 
you time and money in the long run. When working 
with us, you can be 
sure that we’ll help reinforce consumer confidence 
in the quality and safety of your private label
products. Additionally, we use recognized test 
methods to help verify that your store brand and 
private label 
products comply with recognized local and
international standards

Our
Values



PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
From market research, ideatation, concept
generation, designing, sampling, design phase etc. 
and all the way through and ending with the
product's introduction to the market, SourciHub 
handles and provides a complete customized 
end-to-end product
development service. Your product strategy, your 
vision, and your goals matter to us and we’re in it for 
the long haul with you.

SOURCING/ BUYING AGENT
SourciHub will be your sourcing agents/buying 
agents, acting as a third party providers that con-
tract to locate high-quality manufacturers in your 
home nation on your behalf.

FULFILLMENT CENTER
Our fulfillment service enable ecommerce mer-
chants to outsource  warehousing and shipping. We 
are
optimized for big quantity of small volume orders.
SourciHub process both business-to�business (B2B) 
orders typically a high volume of product that is sent 
to a big-box retailer as well as business to consumer 
(B2C) orders, which are shipped directly to an indi-
vidual
consumer’s home. Our company maintains our
business’s inventory which will be stored
strategically in a 3PL’s fulfillment center in
preparation for fulfilling customer orders.



SourciHub aims in simplifying global 
sourcing from purchasing  raw materials, 
components, or services from companies 
outside your home country. In a flat world, 
we source raw materials from wherever 
they can be obtained for the best price 
and the highest quality. 

Global 
Sourcing



Importation &
Exportation
SourciHub help customers comply with 
import and export requirements, assisting 
smooth customs clearance.
Crossing country borders makes the
shipping process more complex. Experts 
at SourciHub simplify importing and 
exporting, so you can speed up shipping 
time and customs clearance, ensure
compliance with trade regulations, and 
rest easy knowing sensitive information is 
protected--from the moment you start 
creating your shipment through its transit 
and delivery.



BE GLOBALLY 
CONNECTED
WITH SOURCIHUB, 
SEND US
YOUR SOURCING
REQUIREMENT!

SOURCIHUB CEYLON PVT LTD

hellow@sourcihub.com

+9411 344 2350

+9471 329 8872

+9471 585 6222

+61 451 742 423


